This is an image segment, taken from a much larger image, captured by the
Mars Rover: Curiosity, on Sol 01547 (instrument: NavCam Right B).
If you look carefully at this segment you should be able to see three
anomalous objects that really shouldn't – given their location: on Mars – be
there.
They shouldn't be there because these objects appear to have been
made/manufactured and Mars has never been home to a civilization that could
have made/manufactured them.
Or so we have been told.

We need to take a closer look at these anomalous objects.

Anomaly One: "The Brick".
This object appears to consist of three rectangular surfaces conjoined at right
angles to one another. What can I say, it's a brick.
Anomaly Two: "The Shark's Fin".
Here we seem to be looking at a slab, with a curving upper surface, from which
projects a shark's fin shaped extension. Please compare the relatively smooth
lines of this object with the rough, irregular surfaces of the surrounding rocks. It
looks (dare I say it) totally alien in this environment.
Anomaly Three: "The Bowl".
With this, half buried in the Martian soil, object we seem to be looking at something
that once possessed circularity but has been damaged at some point. Look carefully
at the dark, shadowed area. There also appears to be evidence of convexity behind
this dark area. This, to me, suggests that we are looking at a bowl shaped artifact.

Now we are going to look at two of these objects from two slightly different
angles, using images from both Curiosity's left and right NavCams.

We'll begin with the red arrow. This is indicating the elegant curve that can be seen
at the rear edge of our “Shark's Fin”.
If you check out this elegant curve in both images you will see that it doesn't change
in the slightest; despite the fact that we are looking at it from two different angles.
(Remember the Face On Mars? This feature only appeared to be 'face-like': we
were informed, when seen from a specific angle.)
Here we see an elegant curve in both instances because that is exactly what it was
designed to be: an elegant curve.
Now for the blue arrow. This is pointing directly at a bright spot: on the rim of our
“Bowl”, in both image segments. Can you see how the bright spot's appearance
changes when looked at from different angles? This gives us a pretty strong
indication that we are looking at reflected sunlight here. And this would, of course,
mean that our “Bowl” has to be made made of reflective material. Which begs the
question: is this object made of metal?
Now you will, I am sure, agree that the appearance of these three objects in images
captured by the Curiosity Rover on Mars warrants further investigation.
You will also be aware that there is really only one entitiy that could undertake such
an investigation. And that entity is NASA.
And this is exactly what we need to do: get NASA to command Curiosity to backtrack along it's line of travel until it reaches the spot from were it captured these
images on Sol 01547. When it gets there it can then be sent over to these
anomalous objects and – using it's array of analytical instrumentation – attempt to
ascertain what they are.
If we could get NASA to do this for us then we might – at long last - be able to
answer the biggest, single question facing mankind: are we alone in the Universe?
What we need here my friends is a massively supported petition to persuade NASA
to do this for us. I would launch such a petition myself but I am way too busy
promoting the Universal Peace Petition*. So one of you – out there – has to do
this.
Now, where do I sign?

Sol 01547: the terrain between where Curiosity was when it captured this image
and the objects we need it to investigate is perfectly navigable for the Rover.

Link to the original image on NASA JPL website.
http://mars.jpl.nasa.gov/msl-rawimages/proj/msl/redops/ods/surface/sol/01547/opgs/edr/ncam/NRB_534822825EDR_F0592830NCAM07753M_.JPG

*THE UNIVERSAL PEACE PETITION

We, the People of Planet Earth, call upon all Extraterrestrial Civilizations to
help us rid our World of all weapons of mass destruction and put an end to
the madness of war.
In return for this service We, the Human Race, offer our Eternal Friendship
and Pledge to maintain Peace – throughout the Cosmos - Forevermore.
Please understand:
By signing this petition you will also be promoting mutually beneficial contact
between Humanity and Extraterrestrial Civilizations.
Please use this link:
http://cognizantnationhq.weebly.com/universal-peace.html
To sign the petition.
This is an indirect link.
The direct link, when posted on social media, will mis-direct you to a
bogus version of the petition.

Dear Friend
Please share this PDF with your friends and family.
By sharing it you will be promoting disclosure: about the extraterrestrial
presence in our Solar System and skies, from both NASA and our
governments.
You will also be promoting Peace on Earth and across the Cosmos.
Please help to move Humanity forward into a new era: a future world free
from the scourge of poverty and the insanity of war.
Many thanks for reading.
Peace, Love & Respect
peter dunn

